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INTRODUCTION
One of the most crucial aspects in the movement towards gender equality is action. How else will society change if no one is taking the steps needed
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inspiration on how to get your community (or the world at large!) moving toward gender equality, we are here to help. We have a few ideas to get you
started, or shall we say, acclimated to a life of social activism.
This Actions Toolkit will be your guide to taking action for the issues affecting girls that you are most passionate about. We hope that it serves you
well! You have the power to make a change  seize it (and tell us all about it)!
Young, female activists are some of the most important people shaping our future. You are shaping the future. Thank you for not waiting on the world
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Read up on all of the different ways you can take action and let us know how it goes! We want to be kept up to speed on all of your adventures and
changemaking, so we can spread the word and support.
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THIS TOOLKIT WAS PUT TOGETHER BY MEMBERS OF THE DAY OF THE GIRLUS ACTION TEAM.

t Make Noise on Social Media: Shraya C.
t Contact Famous People: Rosa B.

t Write about it: Julia F.
t Write to a Company: Khristina R.

t Lobby for Legislation: Eliana S.
t Title IX at Your School: Julia F.

t Start a Group: Shraya C.
t Spearheaded and Edited by Eliana S.

Make Noise on Social Media
There are a ton of ways to get involved using social media; you can do everything from being a blogger to pinning and instagramming your artwork and
ideas to us! If there’s anything about girl’s or women’s rights that you feel passionate about, then rant about it in a blog or video! If there’s anything that
gets blood boiling and anticipation growing, it’s showing people what you’re passionate about and showing them how to get involved too! Tweet or post
something about Day of the Girl; get your friends and community to hear what you say, the best part of this is getting everyone involved! We’re looking
to make this movement big, and the best way to help it catch momentum is getting these social media campaigns to be infectious.
Rant for us:
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being mistreated or trivialized in your community? Then address that problem in a video, and we’ll post it on our youtube!

t If you’re more of a words person, feel free to sign up as a staff writer for Day of the Girl with joanne@dayofthegirl.org. You can write blogs about
the issues that girls and women face everyday.

t If you really want to blog or vlog about something, but can’t think of a worthy topic, check out some of the issue briefs. There are a wide range of
topics, everything from negative images of females in the media to female mutilation and concern about human rights for women.
If blogging or vlogging aren’t really your cup of tea, never fear! There are plenty of other social media outlets around, some very popular ones are:
Facebook and Twitter. If there’s one way to get a movement to be contagious, it’s twitter and facebook campaigns; it’s also the best way to get more
people involved. There are plenty of great examples to use for campaigns too, and if one doesn’t immediately come to mind, check out the news,
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t You’ve probably noticed a lot of magazines including controversial pictures of women in them, get a campaign started about that! Tweet out to
your followers about what you saw or heard and encourage them to give feedback and retweet what you saidthe main point is to get people
buzzing. Also don’t forget to give your campaign a catchy name, something that will be catchy and memorable!

t One of the campaigns that Day of the GirlUS is pushing this year is #5am4Malala, a twitter campaign and support group for the possibility of
Malala Yousafzai winning a Nobel Prize. So keep your eyes and ears peeled for anything that could possibly be a contagious campaign.
Express yourself artistically! Inspiration is probably the biggest factor in getting a movement to catch momentum.

t If you’re artistically talented, post some of your art to the Day of the Girl instagrams, tumblrs, and pinterests! It can be anything that gave you
inspirationa poem, a book, a song on the radio, a quote in a passage somewhereanything that can inspire change and get people buzzing.
Don’t feel shy about submitting artwork, poems, or original quotes to girls@dayofthegirl.org!

t Even if its not posted to the Day of the Girl social media outlets, post them to your own boards and let your followers see what you believe in.
Blogging and tweeting is great, but sometimes it takes a deep hearted poem, or an empowering picture to get people talking.
Let’s make this movement huge on social media. For all the bloggers and vloggers, get ready to write and rant about all the issues that girls face, and
get your readers and viewers buzzing. To the Instagrammers, Tumblrs, and Pinners, share your beautiful and moving work about gender issues with
us, post it to your boards and move hearts. And to Facebook users and Tweeters, start coming up with those catchy campaigns that draw and hook
people in. So lets get this to become viral, with these actions we can get hundreds of people involved, and get the social media community buzzing!

Contact the Media
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ting media coverage or someone “famous” guarantees that more people will learn about your organization and potentially support you in the future.
While contacting them might seem overwhelming, it can be done in a few easy steps.

t Determine what message you want to distribute. Has your organization recently had an event? Want them to promote Day of the GirlUS?
Once you’ve determined that you can move forward.

t Write a press release or media advisory about your chosen topic. You will send this to media outlets and reporters or famous individuals to let
them know about your message. Make sure to make it clear what your goal or topic and include what you want them to do.

t Determine who you would like to send your press release or media advisory to. Look through local and national papers to see which reporters
have covered similar stories in the past. If you want contact a famous individual look for their representative’s information so you can contact
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contacts within newspapers that you can use. Pay special attention to neighborhood and community newspapers. They are usually very re
ceptive to stories about local people and organizations and might be easier to contact than bigger papers. Also, make a list of local television
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t Send an email to your print media contacts. Make sure the subject line has a catchy headline. Open your email with a paragraph introducing
yourself and your organization. Also include a phone number and email address where the reporter can contact you. Copy and paste the
press release below the introductory paragraph. Make sure that your email is professional and grammatically correct; have someone else edit
it if necessary. Some media outlets will have a submissions page on their website – send your press release there too!
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copy and paste the press release into the body of the email! As always, be polite and professional. If you’re making a phone call, the proce
dure is the same; introduce yourself, say that you had sent a press release to them earlier, and ask if they have any questions or would like
for you to send it again.

t Help the reporters craft their story. They may ask you for photos, quotes, or more information than what you provided in the press release. Be
prompt and thorough in your responses so they can write the best piece possible. Make sure if they set a deadline to turn in photos etc, you
meet the deadline or they might think you are not serious about your work.

Lobby for Legislation
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the world. Policy supporting girls rights is an often neglected issue in our government, and it is our job to bring it to the forefront of discussion in
Congress!

Making it happen:
t Find your U.S. Senator or Representative. This generator from RESULTS will automatically provide you with your members of Congress.
t Call at least a month in advance to schedule a day for you to come in and speak facetoface with their staff. Do a quick internet search on
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ington or back in your district when you want to meet with them!

t
t
t
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Make sure that you have all of the information you need before you call! Not just available dates and times, but also:
All the compelling arguments you need for your issue (refer to our issue briefs for help with that!)
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Approximate amount of people you will have with you  just you, you and a partner, or a whole group?
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loud.

Before the Meeting:
t Do your research  write an agenda! Write out a list of talking points, going beyond statistics. Why should they want to support this cause?
How will promoting gender equality help them both in the short and long run? The answers to these questions vary based on which issue
you are lobbying for, and you can consult our issue briefs or action team members if you need preparation assistance.

t Don’t forget to point out how important these things are on a local level  in their district, amongst their constituents!
t Think of counterarguments and rebuttals, in case you aren’t met with unrelenting support (spoiler alert: you almost surely will not be
met with unrelenting support)

t Create a “leavebehind” sheet. Make sure that they have material reminding them of who you are what you want them to do, just in case!
You will leave this with them.
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t Practice! Meet with the people you are supposed to go lobbying with, or practice on your own if you will be rolling in solo, and simulate the
lobbying experience. Role play as the staff people and as the lobbyists, and make sure you are prepared for any situation that might come
your way.

t Assign responsibilities. Every person should be responsible for a certain talking point  it is their job to make sure that it is said during the
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position on your issue are!)
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At the Meeting:
t
t
t
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Be on time. They might not be, but you better be.
Right before, review everyone’s roles again. You don’t want to forget them and then lose something important during your meeting.
Make sure your purpose is clear. State why you are there  be polite, but don’t beat around the bush.
Do your part. Don’t miss any of your important points  make sure that your part is said and if the meeting seems to be wrapping up and not
everything was hit, try and get in that point while you still can.

t Be respectful. They might not agree with your position. Breathe deeply and remember to treat them with the utmost respect.
t Find a way to follow up. Get the contact information of the staffer or aide you’re meeting with or someone else who can keep you updated
on your Congressperson’s actions. Make sure your “leavebehind” stays with them!

t Take a photo. Because it’s fun. Unless it feels like it’s too tense to ask it’s a wonderful way to remember this important visit!
For more tips on lobbying, check out all of the resources provided by RESULTS (http://www.results.org/skills_center/activist_toolkit/)

Title IX at Your School
Your school is a great place to effect change! School gives you immediate access to a group of youth and a platform to spread your message.
There are many different ways to take action at school here are just a few

t Did you know that because of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, your school has to provide equal funding for both girls’ and
boys’ sports? Unfortunately, that is not the case! Talk to your Principal/Athletic Director and ask to see the budget, as well as Booster club
donations. If this is not equal, inform them/others! You can do this by contacting your superintendent/Board of Education and inform them on
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so do some research on whether or not your school is following the law! For more on Title IX, check out our issue brief!

t There is no federal law stating that school districts must report their Title IX equity data. Write to your legislator to encourage them to pass
the 2013 High School Data Transparency Act, which would require them to disclose sports’ expenditures. More information here.

t A common misconception of Title IX is that it only applies to sports. While it has had a huge impact in sports (increasing the participation of
girls in sports from 1/27 to 1/3), Title IX affects other arenas as well. Your school is REQUIRED to protect you from harassment and rape. Is
your school not doing that? Stage a protest! Take Back the Night has awesome resources on how to plan an event against staying silent in
matters of rape and abuse.

t Title IX also deals with many other arenas: discrimination against pregnant students, career education, and scholarships. Talk to your Title IX
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t Use your school’s media as a platform to get the word out! Does your school have a newspaper? Write a letter to the editor about sexism
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event in your area! Go on your school’s morning announcement to talk about genderissues!

Write About It
If you don’t make your voice heard, nobody will listen to what you have to say. And one awesome way of making your voice is already write at your
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Media is all around us every day, we see stories on the news, read statuses on our Facebook, get google updates to our email. Become a part of
the media so that YOU can dictate the message you present.
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about for Day of the Girl! To get an idea of all the different topics there are, check out our issue briefs. Pick what issue you care about, research it,
and write your own opinion piece on it.
When you are writing a piece, you have to think about your audience do you want girls to be your audience? Or adults? Or boys? Your tone really
matters, and you need to tailor it to your audience. We always like to start with a hook, something catchy or clever that will draw the reader in, and
end with what actions people can take what good is spreading awareness about an issue if no action is taken to combat it? (Okay, there’s some
good, but let’s not get into it now).
Now we’re at the next step getting people to actually read your piece. What you might not realize is that there are almost INFINITE amounts of
places willing to publish your writing. Submit to your school newspaper or literary magazine. Submit it to your local newspaper or your favorite online
site, like RookieMag or Hello Giggles. Start your OWN blog to publish your writing. Send your writing to your favorite feminist/girlpowered blog as a
supplement. Submit your blog to Day of the GirlUS (email joanne@dayofthegirl.org).
Using your writing as a way to make your voice heard and create change is SO powerful! We look forward to reading all your articles!

Write to a Company
Companies such as Go Daddy and American Apparel are known to use sexually suggestive images of female models in their television commercials
and magazine ads. Therefore, the organization Miss Representation has started a Twitter campaign called Not Buying It to let companies like the
ones mentioned above know that their advertisements are sexist and offensive.
In order to participate in the campaign pick a company that you think misrepresents women in some way and Tweet them with the hashtag #not
buyingit. If you aren’t sure what companies to Tweet at check out the NotBuyingIt page to see the worst offenders.
If you don’t have a Twitter account here are some other suggestions on what you can do:
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magazine. See if you get a reply back. This approach works especially well in groups.

t Send a collage of sexist images to magazines and companies that misrepresent women. If you can, try to collect images to use that are
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t Start girlcotting with your friends! Stop shopping at stores, subscribing to magazines, and buying products from companies that misrepre
sent girls and women. Spread the word about your girlcott on social media to let people know that you’re #notbuyingit.

Start a Group
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discuss girlrelated issues with others. It’s also a great way to show your community that you care; you can also end up giving tons of help to under
privileged girls in the community. Most of the time girls clubs are often service clubs, they’re designed to go out there and help the community and try
to achieve a certain goals; girls clubs and groups are also all about discussion and awareness, getting others to know that gender issues pertaining
to females are very real and very prevalent in society.
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in a semester or year. Some of the groups focus on domestic and sexual abuse in the community or state, others focus on raising money to stop a
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A great example of a girls club is the Juniorettes chapters in high schools. Starting a Juniorettes chapter is super easy, and it’s a fun club to be apart
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eral Federation of Women’s Clubs). GFWC is national federation and even a global federation that creates Women’s Clubs. The Juniorettes are their
junior chapters in high schools, and each Women’s Club of a town will adopt a Juniorettes club in a local high school if they haven’t done so already.
Additional groups include Girls for a Change, GirlUp, Amnesty International and many others.
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girls and women, all you need is: permission, a club advisor, and a location and you can get the group rolling. You can even let boys join too, if you
know they are serious about the topic.
Once you get the club started, identify a gender crisis involving girls in your community or in the world and try to get started on events for it. A great
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problems you want to address or for celebrations during the Day of the Girl and throughout the year.
Here are some ideas of what your club could do:

t Host a seminar about domestic abuse and how it affects the lives of girls of all ages and why doing so, you can help to raise awareness.
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to or someone to rally behind them.

t Get your club together to create a moving video about rape victims and sex labourers and launch it online to let people know what really
happens.

t Of all the things you could do with your club at school, celebrating Day of the Girl is probably the best! It’s a great way to kick start your club,
and you could also host one of your own social media campaigns are out reach for more members!
Overall, create a girls club or group that helps girls and raises awareness. We promise you that they are a ton of fun, and a great way to support
what you believe in!

